
✧ AWAKEN ✧
The Soul

Invitation to Engage and Book



Delahrose Roobie
Myer

Private Astrology Consultation:

magic, mystery and
self-discovery.

“MYSTIC CONSULTANT – INTERIOR ALCHEMIST”

These sessions require your birth details-
Date-Time-Place- Country
Gain deep insight into your soul's purpose,
direction, family relationships, and health,
and receive guidance beyond the ordinary.
Let Delahrose create and read your
personalised chart during the session. Plus,
there is the option to have the session
recorded for future reference.
Additionally, other Chart Readings are
available
Personal & Business Chart Readings
Solar Return Charts
Composite Charts
Children & Family
Feng Shui Layout – A Unique Astrology for
Home and Business

Get ready to embark on a journey of

Embrace the magic within and explore the
limitless possibilities of your existence with Star

Jazz Astrology & much more; whether you're
seeking personal growth, spiritual enlightenment,
or simply a unique experience, there is an array of

offerings that await you:

 AUD $440 (120 MIN)

“KARMA TO GRACE”



Quantum Astrology and the Ancient
Art of Aromatherapy & Energetic

Remedies. 
Energy Embodiment- Readings and Remedies Package Guided 
Channelling Energy Clearings, Healing for body, mind, and soul. 

These gemstones act as energetic allies, assisting you in strengthening your energetic body and
deepening your connection to the universal energy currents. As your frequency increases, you will notice
a positive transformation in various aspects of your life.
Through integrating ancient practices of energetic and modern techniques, Delahrose Roobie Myer offers
a holistic approach that addresses the needs of your body, mind, and soul.

Embark on a journey of self-discovery and empowerment with Embodiment Energy. Experience the
profound benefits of Quantum Astrology Readings and Remedies, and witness its positive impact on your
life. Take the first step towards aligning your energies and uncovering your true potential.

Set Package Price  - AUD $ price on application (we spend 4 hours journeying with your chart) 

Disclaimer: The services offered by Embodiment Energy are meant to complement and enhance
traditional well-being practices. They are not a substitute for medical advice or treatment.

Personalised Remedies and Recipes -
Creating Personal Recipes Just For You and Your Astrology.
Through the power of astrology, gem energy and aromatherapy work, Delahrose, a seasoned
practitioner, has been helping individuals gain success, knowledge, and deep insight into their soul's
purpose, energetic makeup, direction, and family connections, and relationships, gaining a depth of
understanding beyond the surface. By working with your astrological birth chart and current frequency,
she creates a personalised formula tailored to your unique needs.
As an aromatherapist, Delahrose can provide personalised aromatherapy recipes to empower, aligning
you with more empowering vibrations with remedies during heavy planetary transitions. 
These recipes are carefully crafted to support and soothe you through various challenges that may arise
in your life. 
The carefully selected essential oils work synergistically with your energetic body and much more; these
are mag blends created only for you, providing you with tools to navigate your soul astrology and transit
journey more easily.



The Shamanic Soul Story
Journeying - Writing - Scribing

WHERE ASTROLOGY AND STORYTELLING CONVERGE AND ENTWINE.

HEALING THROUGH THE SOUL STORY

The Keys to One’s Soul is Written in the Stars ✨  a
beautiful gift to be told “! A forever keep -an
Enchanting Story, Poetically Told “The Story of
Your Soul!” This new and historically beautiful
craft, I write the metaphorical soul story through
your Quantum Soul Astrology. An original and
exclusive Offering, sharing my craft of writing your
soul story through the poetic wisdom of
channelled storytelling with my Animal Spirit
Teams, Archangel Metatron – Connected to Christ
Consciousness.

I embark on a quest through celestial rhythms and
cosmic symbols, where wisdom awaits. Your birth
chart reads from your soul. Unveiling truths that
resonate, deep within your core, awakening you to
know more, answering questions held deep within.
A woven tapestry of metaphor and grace, the
language of the soul finds its sacred space. A story
that is whispering to your heart's core, revealing
depths you had not seen before.

There are no gimmicks or glitter, just genuine
insight and artistic art. The wisdom of the stars
spun into a beautiful tale. To illuminate your path,
where dreams prevail. A treasure to behold as your
personal birth chart story unlocks and unfolds.
This is a unique and personal service where I read
your chart and then do a shamanic journey
through your birth chart bringing forth a beautiful
organic original story written only for you. 

Full of healing wisdom and medicine, profound
insights. Channelling with Spirit, I write this story,
presenting the offering of treasure and delight.

-The Art of Writing & Channelling; a Shamanic Soul
Story. As I Journey with Birth Chart It's a very
beautiful offer they can receive nowhere else, and
no one can copy or achieve the same results.

The poetic language is unique to each who speaks
through me and only those who can hear and
speak from pure heart and visual story. 

Through the language of “Soul and Heart”
Quantum Soul Astrology.

Includes Both Full Reading (Recorded), plus I spend
a day alone on the Shamanic Journey scribing the
channelling as I sit journeying with spirit and your
Birth Chart to retrieve your Soul Story, a
Metaphorical Poetry that heals, navigating one's
heart activating a deep knowing! A truth like no
other,resonance’s of understanding and validation.
AUD$ price on application - 4 hour session.



Cosmic Conversations:
AUD $333 (90 min) 

Clairvoyant Reading’s , Astrology - Cosmic Connections and Activations with Delahrose .
Engage in insightful conversations and receive energy transmissions, channelled visions and
guidance from Archangels and spirits.
Connect with departed loved ones and receive messages from the spiritual realm. Find closure,
healing, and guidance from those who have passed on. 
Personal Private Mentoring and Teaching is Available  Meeting weekly or Bi-Weekly email for
more information.  Rates - 60min/90min  available on request. 
There is also a Monthly Subscription to WhatsApp Cosmic Club - Meeting on Video weekly as a
small group each week in an Open Forum discussing the astrology weather. Email for more
information.  (Small monthly fee) 

 Energetically
Activating &
Empowering … 
Private Gatherings - Group Events:

Half-Day Event (4 hours) - Price upon request
Customised workshops, healing sessions,
and guided meditations for your group.
Full-Day Event (8 hours) - Price upon request
Enriching and uplifting activities tailored to
your group's needs.

Classes, Workshops & Consultations:

Intuitive Design Consultation/ In-home
Workshop- Walk-Through - Price upon request
Discover how to create harmonious spaces,
enhancing your environment and your health.
How to Refresh and Revive Your Atmosphere,
Change the Energy, The Colours, Revitalising
the Spirit, the life force.
How to Align your Home with Your Astrological
Energy 
Reading To Read Your Birth-Chart; What To
Zero in on. 
How to Connect with Your Angels and Spirit
Allies, including Nature Spirits & Power
Animals 



Equine Wisdom
Energy Therapy 

House-Land Energy
Reading’s 

Healing For You and your Horse on your Grounds /
Property. Opening the Heart Communication.
Building the Soul Relationship. Physically Healing
Emotionally, Mentally, & Energetically. Somatic
Equine Therapy 
Working with Shamanic energy and the Power of
Spirit and Reiki Energy. 
 Have your Astrology Chart done with your Horse's
Astrology Chart.
As a Psychic Horse Whisperer / Healer - You’ll gain
many messages & wisdom, from your horse, as I
speak with them, it can be a lot of Fun also just
hearing your horses opinions. 

AUD $ per session (est-4 hrs Local Travel Included)

Discover how to create a good energy flow for wellness and vibrancy, bringing harmony, balance, and
life force to your Home Heart and Health. 
Full-service consultation addressing the issues, offering recommendations for solutions- 
How to change the energy where you live within and without including the interiors of your Home. 
Total Package Price upon application 

Interior Design Alchemy 
Full-service of consultation 
Including vision planning with consultants. 
Project management overseeing finishes installation to the last detail.
Maintaining Projects Quality and Integrity. 
 Home -Business-Building  Colour Concepts and Layouts
Intuitive Design Consultation/ In-home Walk-Throughs 
personal In-Home Astro-Styling - (Astrology Feng Shui) Energy Sweeping for Clearing Energy &
Environments.
Total package / Or Select Services - Price Upon Application 





DIVINE HEALING
MASTER KEY?

"As within so without; As Above So Below".
It is all connected.

The current reality Matrix in which we find ourselves
contains strong dissonant vibrations that are expressed
through intense life experiences and can deliver a lot of
emotional blows, shock and trauma to our energy bodies.

Divine Healing supports you with a smooth, accessible,
highly effective, intuitively channelled method to embrace
your Life, heal, and reach your full potential.

It enables the quick, effective identification, validation and
clearing of core patterns, freeing your life force energy and
restoring vibrational health, connection to self and well-
being. To regain our spiritual body, we must address our
emotional body, our energy body, our physical body, and
our mental body to become whole.

WHAT IS

The Spiritual Law
"ask, and you shall receive".

A CHANNELLED METHOD OF HEALING

Healing Yourself into Alignment.

Divine Healing is a process designed to rapidly
transform any issues that keep you from moving
forward into alignment with who you are and
your Life's purpose.

This system enables the quick & effective
identification and clearing of core wounds and
patterns. It frees up your Life-force energy to
promote better health, connection to the flow of
Life, and enhanced well-being on every
experience level.

Divine Healing accesses and clears;

✧ Your Soul Records & Soul Programs
✧ Inherited Patterning
✧ Unresolved Past-Life Issues
✧ Hidden Ego-Agendas, Sabotages & Conflicts
✧ Blocked Energy in the Subtle Bodies & Chakras
✧ Fear Programs
✧ Interference Energies, Including Entities
✧ Physical, Mental & Emotional Imbalances
✧ Blocked Energy in Organs & Glands
✧ Genetically Encoded Imprints
✧ Judgements & Negative Beliefs
✧ Shock & Trauma



Divine Healing can also promote;

✧ Regeneration & Rejuvenation of your Cells
✧ Enhancement of Brain Functions/Integration
✧ Stabilisation of Hydration/Dehydration in the
Body
✧ Encoding of Healing Essences, Colours & Crystals
✧ Balancing your Bodies Nutrition & Biochemistry
✧ Harmonising & Alignment of your Energy Bodies
& Chakras
✧ Balancing the Five Elements
✧ Improving your Eyesight
✧ Healing & clearing of programs contributing to
weight gain

As a Divine Healing Master Key Practitioner
I use a Language Combination of ... divination tools, channelling and intuitive guidance to bring the most
unconscious issues into the light so they may be rapidly cleared. Working with Invocations, Energetic
Transmissions, Detailed Charts, and command Codes - allows quick and accurate access to the
appropriate information from your Higher Self to clear, realign & balance energy within your Physical
Body and subtle Bodies, enhancing profound energetic shifts. Raising Consciousness and Awareness
leads to transformations on all levels of Being.

Divine Healing is the Trifecta - Aligning the Body, Mind and Soul. Let's peel away the layers of unhelpful
patterns that hold you back from awakening to your true nature. Old habits, beliefs no longer serving you,
and subconscious ego programming.

An example is - Old traumas, family conditioning, and ancestral patterning.
Mental, emotional, and physical imbalances.
and Interference energies, including negative entities.

These gently guided sessions get to the core of
your most pressing issues.

By applying this cuttng-edge technology based on the universal premise 'ask, and you shall receive',
we harness your willingness to bring consciousness to hidden patterns and desire to become whole
and at ease.



Divine Healing Master
Key For Ascension

Each session unfolds around your intentions and
needs. This multidimensional healing system means
all parts of you that hold a particular energy can be
cleared.

All Sessions are between 1.5 and 2.5 hours
(depending on your body's ability to handle the
process, everyone is unique in how the process
works). These sessions are offered via Zoom online or
in person.

 heal and become empowered.

✧ These Sessions are 1.5 to 2.5 hours long (depending upon the individual's energy body to process
during the session).
✧ All sessions are $555 Australian dollars per session.
✧ Minimum of 2  sessions is required -- However, I recommended four sessions over eight weeks to
experience the full impact.

THE SOUL'S JOURNEY IS TO

These are very revealing and energetically
powerful sessions.

A TRANSFORMATIVE ENERGY HEALING FOR HOLISTIC WELL-BEING

Welcome to Divine Healing Sessions, where we
unlock the power of energy healing to support
your physical, mental, and spiritual well-being.
Our approach focuses on the profound energy
within the quantum field surrounding and
connecting every aspect of your
being.

By addressing and releasing imprints and
distortions within this energy field, such as
sabotaging patterns, traumas, fears, and phobias
carried from past lives or inherited from ancestral
patterns, we can facilitate deep healing for your
body, mind, and Soul.



Research in interpersonal neurobiology, attachment theory, intergenerational trauma, and epigenetics
highlights the significance of resolving unconscious patterns for proper healing. Divine Healing provides
a path to bring these patterns into conscious awareness, allowing you to release what no longer serves
you and experience profound peace in the present moment.

It's important to note that energy healing does
not directly cure physical issues or replace
traditional medical recommendations. Instead,
Divine Healing Sessions complement other
modalities like acupuncture, massage, or dietary
changes by bringing awareness to underlying
patterns and blocks contributing to disease and
dysfunction.

Divine Healing doesn't diagnose or treat medical or
psychological conditions. It offers profound support
to increase vibratory energy, emotional healing,
and personal spiritual guidance.

As a Divine Healing practitioner,

Each Divine Healing Session is tailored to your specific intentions and needs and is
conducted with the utmost care and professionalism via Zoom online or in person.

Embark on a profound healing journey
and peel away layers of unhelpful patterns, release old traumas and conditioning, and embrace a
renewed sense of well-being. Discover the Master Key for Ascension with Divine Healing and experience
alignment and self-empowerment.

Delahrose is dedicated to equipping you with the tools and support you need to heal energetically and
ascend to your full potential. Our highly effective approach, channelled by experts in the field, helps
address core wounds, clear energetic blockages, and release old programs, allowing your vibrational
health to be restored and potentially experience more vitality.

By aligning your spiritual, emotional, energy, and physical bodies, you can experience a sense of
wholeness and unlock your transformative power.



8 Day Women's
Adventure Retreats 

I am excited to present a unique opportunity for
women seeking a transformative and empowering
experience. 

Join this unforgettable adventure led by Guest Co-
hosts and Delahrose Roobie Myer, a mystical
consultant, international award-winning sustainable
designer, clairvoyant, visionary, quantum soul
astrologer, and shamanic storyteller, channelling
spirit

The Adventure Experiences:
Imagine yourself on an 8-day journey in a breathtaking location filled with natural beauty, fresh air, and
rejuvenating activities. Indulge in spa treatments, horseback riding, and evenings filled with cosmic
conversations as Delahrose weaves astrology and deep soul storytelling. You will have the opportunity to
explore and understand your personal astrological chart as Delahrose helps you uncover how the planets
communicate and express themselves through your unique life journey.

TO AWAKEN THE SOUL & SENSES  

Deep Personal
Connections:

This adventure is designed to be deeply personal
and enriching. Delahrose offers personal
readings and healing sessions to help you delve
even deeper into your personal journey. With
over 30 years' experience as a therapist, teacher,
and practitioner in the wellness industry,
Delahrose brings a wealth of knowledge and
expertise in understanding the human soul,
energy, and vibrations. Her mission is to heal
hearts, expand awareness, and help individuals
resonate with their true selves.

These retreats are designed to be
transformational, created and curated with
intention, an investment in oneself that will linger
on, long after you’ve returned home. 
Everyone would do well to experience a profound
adventure at least once, if not regularly.
These retreats I’m creating will be offered three
times a year in different locations, always
carefully curated to fully align. From the design  
to the knowledge  shared.  

WITH DELAHROSE ROOBIE MYER

With her profound knowledge and expertise, Delahrose will guide you through a journey of self-discovery,
connection, and growth.

Transformational  
Personally Curated
&Aligned With The
Stars:



By participating in this adventure, you will embark on a soul-stirring journey of self-discovery,
empowerment, and connection. Delahrose Roobie Myer's wealth of experience, wisdom, and
transformative practices will guide you towards standing empowered, aware, and awake. 
This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to invest in yourself and create a profound impact that will
resonate throughout your life. Join us on this incredible adventure and awaken your soul and senses.

Enquire your interest via emailing 
Pricing varies depending on location and destination. 

With Grace and Gratitude 
Delahrose 

Delahrose Roobie Myer
Mystic Consultant / Interior Alchemist. 

CONCLUSION:

Unveiling Skills and Crafts:
Throughout the 8-day adventure, participants
will engage in various practices and teachings
that Delahrose has refined over the years. These
include:

Shamanic Journey: Embark on a deep
spiritual journey, connecting with elements
and nature spirits

1.

Storytelling: Listen to captivating stories that
inspire and evoke profound insights.

2.

Metaphorical Language & Landscape: Learn
to interpret the symbolic language of the
environment and gain a deeper
understanding of your journey.

3.

Quantum Soul Astrology: Explore the cosmic
influences on your soul's path and gain
clarity about your unique purpose.

4.

Channelled Messages from Spirit: Receive
messages from the spiritual realm that
provide guidance and wisdom.

5.

Psychic Equine Therapy and Horse-
whispering assist humans in understanding
nuisance, & body language. How to read the
signs. 

6.

Alchemy and Design: Understand the
relationship between colour, frequency, and
design in creating harmonious and healing
environments.
Land and Environment Healing: Discover how
to energetically heal the spaces before
building, purchasing, or renting and deepen
your connection to the natural world.
Cultivating Inner Senses: Through
meditations, activating the energy body and
attuning you to sound, taste, smell, internal
guided wisdom, and energy awareness,
enhancing your ability to listen, feel, and see
the hidden aspects of life.
The Embodied Self alignment what it looks
like and how to live it. 

There is so much more included that has been
magically curated to encompass Health, Healing
and Wellness.



Living Well Talks

✧ For that extra special occasion ✧

Book a Private Astrological Dinner Party:

Customised and designed to be a unique feature, entertaining, delighting, and
enlightening your guests for a night they will remember.

Price upon request.

“Prepare for an enchanting and empowering experience with...

Delahrose Roobie Myer.

Living Well is enriching yourself with an
understanding of the Deeper Metaphysical
Language.
Learn to read & listen to Signs.
You listen to the more profound messages and
meanings within the body's emotions.
This workshop is as much educational as it is Self-
Empowering, full of enriching Personal Guidance.

Price upon request

COSMIC COCKTAILS & CONVERSATIONS

Discovering practical tools building additional insight into
what living an aligned & balanced life is.

Quantum Soul Astrologer
The Shamanic Soul Story - Writing -Scribing The
Soul Story
Interior Alchemist – Designer/Stylist
Feng Shui Astrology and Styling For your
Home/Business
Clairvoyant-Spirit-Channel
Energy Healer – Divine Healing Practitioner

Phone: +61 0414387835

Email: drm@delahrose.com

Instagram: @delahrose.roobie.myer
@awakendesigns2002

Website: www.delahrose.com /
www.awakendesigns.com.au

NB- Please note there will be a  travel charge for all in-person engagements
outside My Local Area.

To book any of the above services or to
learn more, don't hesitate to contact
Delahrose Roobie Myer using the
provided contact details below:

YouTube: youtube.com/@delahroseroobiemyer


